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Abstract: This paper presents an effective machine learning-based depth selection
algorithm for CTU (Coding Tree Unit) in HEVC (High Efficiency Video Coding).
Existing machine learning methods are limited in their ability in handling the initi-
al depth decision of CU (Coding Unit) and selecting the proper set of input fea-
tures for the depth selection model. In this paper, we first propose a new
classification approach for the initial division depth prediction. In particular, we
study the correlation of the texture complexity, QPs (quantization parameters)
and the depth decision of the CUs to forecast the original partition depth of the
current CUs. Secondly, we further aim to determine the input features of the clas-
sifier by analysing the correlation between depth decision of the CUs, picture dis-
tortion and the bit-rate. Using the found relationships, we also study a decision
method for the end partition depth of the current CUs using bit-rate and picture
distortion as input. Finally, we formulate the depth division of the CUs as a binary
classification problem and use the nearest neighbor classifier to conduct classifi-
cation. Our proposed method can significantly improve the efficiency of inter-
frame coding by circumventing the traversing cost of the division depth. It shows
that the mentioned method can reduce the time spent by 34.56% compared to
HM-16.9 while keeping the partition depth of the CUs correct.
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1 Introduction

Inter-frame prediction is an important part in the encoder process of HEVC. By using the time
correlation between continuous video frames [1], temporal redundancy can be availably removed. The
objective of inter-frame prediction is to get the image which is composed of the neighboring encode
images. Through the comparison of the rate-distortion cost between the CU and the total lower four sub-
CU, HEVC keeps checking whether the nowaday CU (Coding Unit) needs to be partitioned from the
maximal CU (64 × 64) to the minimal CU (8 × 8).
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The mathematical equation of the rate-distortion value Jmode can be described as:

D ¼ SSEluma þWchroma � SSEchroma; (1)

Jmode ¼ Dþ � � Rmode; (2)

where SSEluma refers to the sum of the brightness difference square between the initial frame and the coding
frame; and SSEchroma is the sum of the chroma difference square; the parameterWchroma is the weighted factor
of Chroma distortion; the parameter D represents the total distortion; λ is the Lagrange multiplier; Rmode

corresponds to the coded bits of the mode. In addition, every CU can consist of many PUs (Prediction
Units) while making predictions [2]. As shown in Fig. 1, HEVC defines eight different types of PU.

To make the optimal PU decision with the lowest distortion rate, HEVC encoder needs to exhaustively
check all the possible PU partitions. When the encoder completes the motion predictions for all the depths of
CU, it finds the best PU partitioning and merges the CU motion vectors in a bottom-up order. The
computational volume of the rate-distortion for each CTU is very great [3–6].

In addition, it shows that the BasketballDrill sequence (QP = 22) are encoded by the HM-16.9 test model
in the LD (low delay) configuration. We show the coding time proportion of each part in HEVC in Fig. 2. It
can be seen that the coding time proportion of CTU accounts is 97.28% of the total coding time, while the
remaining operations only accounted for 2.72% of the calculation time. Complicated CU dividing is very
beneficial to the efficiency of HEVC, but it also takes a lot of computation time which greatly increases
the coding time of HEVC. Therefore, it is of great importance to optimize the depth partition of CUs so
as to reduce the computational complexity of the HEVC.

2 Reason Analysis of Proposed Method

According to the different judgment methods, the effective depth decision methods of the inter-frame
CU can be divided into two categories: threshold comparison-based fast depth selection algorithm and
machine learning-based fast depth selection algorithm. Threshold comparison is the most common
method used to determine whether the current coding unit needs to further divided. For example, [7]
proposed an effective depth decision method for inter-frame CU by comparing the texture complexity and
motion complexity with a threshold value. However, its effectiveness also depends on the choice of the
threshold, and thus have robustness issues.
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Figure 1: Correlation between PU and CU
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Therefore, the scholars take advantage of machine learning techniques to effectually decrease the
calculational time of HEVC. The process of dividing CUs is regarded as a classified problem using
classical classification algorithms in machine learning. HEVC can automatically estimate the division
depth of CU without any traversal calculation. For example, [8] proposed an effective depth decision
method for CUs based on Bayesian classifier, whose classification features were composed of HEVC
intermediate coding information, and Bayers classifier was used to estimate whether to stop the ergodic
process of the CUs. However, the traversal calculation still has to begin from depth 0 though the depth of
the coding video is 2 or 3. We can directly estimate the beginning depth of the CU division and greatly
reduce the coding time if we use the "top skip" method in the depth selection method. At the same time,
what features are selected as input to the classifier has a great impact on the division accuracy [9–11].

2.1 Effect of Frame Texture complexity, Coding Quantization Parameters on Depth Division of CUs

Fig. 3 indicates that there are four types of depth division in CTU. And CU can be specifically divided
into two types: shallow depth CU and deep depth CU. Shallow depth CU refers to the CU with initial division
depth of 0 and 1. Deep depth CU refers to the CU with an initial division depth of 2. Shallow depth CU and
deep depth CU are shown in Fig. 4.
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Figure 2: The coding time proportion of each part in HEVC
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As shown in Fig. 6a, the areas with flat content contain more low-frequency components, and the areas
with complex textures contain more high-frequency components. In order to achieve higher compression
efficiency, larger-size CU will be selected to encode areas with more low-frequency components during
the video compression. For regions with large high-frequency components, smaller-size CU blocks are
usually selected for encoding in order to preserve more details of the decoded video. It shows that texture
complexity has a great impact on the depth division of CU. Therefore, texture complexity can be utilized
as one of the effective inputs to decide the original partition depth of CU [12].

As shown in Fig. 5, when the test video sequence is coded with different QPS in the same coding
configuration, it can be observed that the ratio of deep depth CU reduces with the increase of QP. As a
result, the QPs can be utilized to decide whether the current CU is a shallow depth CU. On the other
hand, under the same compression configuration, the larger the QP setting is, the rougher the compression
is, so there are relatively more shallow depth CUs. The smaller the QP setting is, the finer the
compression is, so there are relatively more deep depth CUs [13]. All these showed that we can use
texture complexity and QPs as the inputs of depth division method.

Depth = 0 Depth = 0, 1 Depth = 1, 2 Depth = 1, 2, 3 Depth = 1, 3

Shallow Depth CU
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Depth
= 2

Depth
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Figure 4: Demonstration of shallow and deep depth CU (a) Shallow Depth CU (b) Deep Depth CU

Figure 5: Shallow and deep depth CU with different QPs
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2.2 Effect of Code Rate, Distortion on Depth Division of CUs

Selecting a proper set of features as inputs greatly affect the classifier since it can potentially reduce the
training and prediction time while also improving the accuracy of depth selection. In order to maintain the
efficient coding efficiency of HEVC, coding rate and distortion can be used as reference conditions to select
the correct coding method. Therefore, we will explore the influence of bit rate and distortion on the CU depth
division and the validity of ultilizing them as input of the classifier.

As can be seen from Fig. 6, CUs with deeper depth cost higher bit rate. Overwise, CUs with shallower
depth cost lower rate. As shown in Tab. 1, on the basis of video sequence BasketballDrill, the relationship of
the CU depth and the code rate under the LD configuration is displayed. It can be found that the higher the bit
rate cost, the greater the possibility of CU division. Moreover, the line between “Divide” and “Non-divide” is
much clearer. Therefore, we can treat bit rate as the need information of the classifier.

As can be seen from Fig. 7, the CU partition frame and distortion frame of the video sequence
BasketballDrill, in which the distorted frame is obtained by the coding frame and the initial one. The
encoder will generally choose deep coding in the area of intense movement of the object, or in the area
of more detail. On the contrary, shallow coding in these regions may lead to lower accuracy of motion
prediction, thus increasing coding distortion.

As shown in Tab. 2, the correlation of the distortion and the depth of the CU under the LD configuration
is displayed. Hence, we can treat distortion as the need information of the classifier.

The NN (nearest neighbor) [14] method is extensively applied in the field of machine learning. The core
idea of neural network algorithm is “close to win”, that is, the classification type of the closest sample
determines the classification result of each sample. If the nearest neighbor of the target sample in its
eigenspace belongs to a specific category, the target sample should also belong to the same category and

Figure 6: CU partition and corresponding heatmap (a) CU Partition Results (b) Heatmap

(a)Depth = 0 (b)Depth = 1 (c)Depth = 2

Table 1: Correlation between CU division depth and bit rate
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has the basic characteristics of the samples in that category. Up to now, the nearest neighbor classifier, as a
supervised classification method, has been widely and successfully applied in text classification, image
classification, face recognition, pattern recognition, and other fields.

The NN classifier will be used to decide the depth division of the CU. The used video sequences contain
rich content and scenes at different resolutions, that is, they not only contain a large number of shallow depth
division CU in the region with simple texture and flat content, but also contain deep depth division CU in the
region with intricate pattern or violent motion. Tab. 3 indicates that the selected video sequences conform to
the principles of accuracy, representativeness, and statistics.

3 An Effective Depth Prediction Method for CU

According to the idea of “top skip” and “early terminate”, this paper proposes a machine learning-based
effective depth decision method for CU with two important part. The first part is forecasting the original
partition depth of the CU, which primarily uses the texture complexity and QPs to predict. The second
part is determining the end division depth of the CU, which primarily decides whether to terminate the
depth division early.

3.1 A. Initial Partition Depth Prediction of CU

Here we first introduce the “top skip” mechanism used in our fast depth selection algorithm. By
designing a method to use texture complexity and QPs to predict the initial partition CU depth, the
problem of time waste caused by uniformly dividing all CU from depth 0 is improved. The following is
the detailed process:

Figure 7: CU partition and distortion map (a) CU Partition Results (b) Distortion map

(a)Depth = 0 (b)Depth = 1 (c)Depth = 2

Table 2: Correlation between CU depth and coding distortion
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Four test sequences, BQTerrace, BasketballDrill, BQSquare, and FourPeople, were selected with
different QPs and entropy values. The quantitative parameter is the X-axis. The Y-axis expresses the
entropy, which is in the range of 0.5~7.5. It is a very practical method to distinguish shallow and deep
depth CUs simply and effectively by constructing a prediction dictionary.

Design of the original depth division forecast dictionary: As shown in Fig. 8, the red circle (○) means
that under the setting of the QP and entropy, there are more deep depth CUs in the test results, so the CU is
considered to be a deep depth CU. The blue mark (×) means that under the setting of the QP and entropy,
there are more shallow depth CUs in the test results, so this CU is considered to be a shallow coding unit.

CU type decision: According to the QPs and the entropy, determine whether the current CU is a deep
depth CU by the dictionary;

Depth division of CU: The quadtree traverses from depth 0 if the current Cu is a shallow depth CU.
Otherwise, the quadtree traverses from depth 2.

3.2 Terminational Partition Depth Prediction of CU

In order to forecast whether the current CU needs to be divided, this paper feeds the NN classifier with
the rate and distortion as the needed information. Here we introduce the details of different components
involved in this process.

Training the NN classifier: We train an off-line NN classifier which uses rate and distortion to judge
whether the current CU needs to be divided.

CU division judgement: The distortion and bit rate are regarded as the needed information of the NN
classifier to get the classified result.

CU final depth: Based on the classified result, determine whether the current CU needs to be divided.

Secquence Class Resulation Diagram Characteristics

BQterrace B 1920x1080 

slight 
movement 

complex textures 
flat areas 

BasketballDrill C 832x480 

vigorous 
movement 

complex textures 
flat areas 

BQSquare D 416x240 
movement 

complex textures 
flat areas 

FourPeople E 1280x720 
background 

complex textures 
flat areas 

Table 3: The features of each using sequences
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3.3 Overall Framework

Fig. 9b shows the framework process of the overall method. In the following, we introduce the effective
depth decision method for CU in detail.

First, we train the original dividing depth forecast dictionary by four sequences. Second, the correct type
of CTU is conducted by looking up a dictionary based on the QPs and the minimum entropy value. Third, the
quadtree traverses from depth 0 if the current CU is a shallow depth CU. Otherwise, the quadtree traverses
from depth 2. Fourth, we train the NN classifier through the code rate, distortion, and division result of
abundant types of CU. Fifth, using distortion and bit rate as the needed information to output the
classified division result. Sixth, continue to divide the current CU and repeat last step until the largest
depth is reached. Overwise, do not continue dividing.

4 Experimental Part

Video sequences with rich content and scenes were used for experiments to test the performance of the
proposed depth determination method. Fig. 10 shows the details of the video sequences used.

This experiment utilizes BDBR (Bjøntegaard Delta Bit-rate) and BDPSNR (Bjøntegaard Delta Peak
Signal-to-Noise Rate) to express the coding ability of the proposed method. As shown in Fig. 11, the
proposed method can decrease the coding time by 34.56% on average comparing with the AI (All Intra)
configuration of HM-16.9. Meanwhile, the bit rate is only increased by 1.21%~2.29%, and the coding
quality is only lost by 0.08 dB~0.26 dB. Our goal is to reduce the HEVC coding complexity without
compromising the quality of image reconstruction.

Figure 8: Forecast dictionary of CU initial division depth
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This paper compares the ability of the proposed method with the fast coding method [15], as shown in
Figs. 12 and 13. The proposed method can decrease the coding time by 4.11% compared with [15] while
ensuring good video reconstruction quality.

To prove that the termination depth partition prediction method is effective, we tested the classification
accuracy when the depth is 0, 1 and 2, respectively. As shown in Fig. 14, the average classification
accuracy is close to 92%, which indicates that the proposed method can predict the final division of
coding units quite accurately.

Figure 9: The overall process: (a) Initial flow (b) Modified flow

Figure 10: Video sequences
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Figure 11: Ability of proposed method (AI) under AI

Figure 12: Ability of proposed method (LD) [15]

Figure 13: Coding time reducing of proposed method (LD) [15]
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5 Conclusions

This paper proposes an effective CU depth decision method which combines the thought of top skip and
early termination, by solving the intricate problem result from the deep traversal of the CU in HEVC. Firstly,
based on texture complexity and QPs, a scheme for forecasting the original segmentation depth of CU is
designed. According to the idea of top skip, this method can help deep depth CUs reduce the rate-
distortion cost calculation with depths of 0 and 1, thus saving coding time. Secondly, an end depth
decision method based on the neural network classifier is designed. This method is proposed to model the
division problem as two classification problems and releases early termination. It reduces the calculation
cost for shallow depth CUs with depth of 2 or 3, and reduces the complexity of encoder. It shows that the
proposed method saves an average of 34.56% coding time compared with the original HEVC encoder,
and achieves a balance between encoding video quality and encoding bit rate cost.
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